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Legislation could burn smokers on campus
LEXI CORTES
Alestle Editor in Chief
Srudent, faculty and staff smokers may be losing their right of autonomy as an effort to improve
the environment and health of the campus community- a proposed smoking ban - is currently
on tl1e Illinois Senate floor.
Bill SB2202, or the Smoke-Free Campus Act,
will ban smoking on all state-supported institutions of higher education beginning July 1, 2014
if the Senate passes tl1e bill. This would include
SIUE, which currently allows smoking outside
and at least 15 feet away from building entrances.
According to Vice Chancellor. for Student Affairs Narbeth Emmanuel, student~ ,md faculty
members have tried to enact a similar rule to make
SIUE a smoke-free can1pus twice in the past.
Nothing resulted from their efforts.
Specifics of the bill
The Smoke-Free Campus Act defines "campus" as all property, including buildings, grounds
and parking lots. The ban will include smoking
and carrying "smoking equipment'' such as a pipe,
cigar, cigarette or hookah.
English language and literature professor and
smoker Shane Signorino said not being able to
carry cigarettes is going to be a challenging adjustment for smokers to make and could result in unpleasant enforcement tactics.
''I think it'll lead to random searches, which
is really shitty," Signorino said. 'That would feel
weird to be walking around with a pack of ciga-

rettcs in your bag thinking, 'I'll smoke on the way
home,' and then for some reason, your bag gets
searched and you're in rrouble."
Sophomore elementary education major and
nonsmoker Hilary Heinlein, of Edwardsville, said
the bill is unfair because if students, faculty and
staff members are still smoking despite the high
cost and health risks, it is due to addiction.
''When's the last time that you've walked up
to someone and been like, 'Isn't smoking cool?'
and they're like, 'Yeal1, man. I wanna smoke.' It's
not like everyone's going out mere to buy cigarettes because they want to," Heinlein said. "Most
people, if they s~oke, it's because their fan1ilies
smoke, tl1eir friends smoke. They're addicted. Do
I really want a bunch of irritable people around
me because they can't smoke?"
The bill specifies that wl1ile any product containing nicotine intended for human consumption
is not allowed, ifit has been approved for legal sale
by the US Food and Drug Administration to aid
in quitting or to reduce me harm of smoking, it is
permitted.
According to me FDA website, electronic
cigarettes have not yet received approval. However, nicotine gum, skin patches, lozenges, oral inhaled products and nasal spray are all
FDA-approved and would be allowed on campus
if me ban were to take effect.

faculty and staff members if the bill passes.
It is stipulated in the bill itself that me
prohibitions on smoking must be communicated to the campus community on or before
May 1, 2014, in which case the bill will have
already passed.
Junior elementary education major Jordan Gran1111er, of Edwardsville, said it
would better for the administration to let
students know about the proposed ban
sooner rather than later.
"I think you're going to get more of a
rebel response, sucl1 as a protest, when you
spring this law," Grammer said. "You're
going to have, I feel, much more likely a
chance of people getting really pissed off
at the university [and] at the law."
H einlein said srudents, faculty and
staff should be made aware of the bill.
"If you're going to impose this
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Informing the campus community
Emmanuel said he currently has no plans to
announce me proposed legislation to me campus
community. He said he will only inform srudents,

Shopping convenience comes at cost for students
LEXI CORTES
Alestle Editor in Chief
From snacks to microwavable meals, Union Station offers
students convenient food and
drink options, but at a cost.
According to Morris University Center Director Joseph
Pearson, prices at Union Station
are higher than grocery stores'
prices because the MUC is not
buying in bulk like Schnucks
and Shop 'n Save. Pearson said
the prices at Union Station are
more comparable to gas station
prices.
"We always hope to keep
prices as low as we can for ~tudents," Pearson said.
The MUC cannot afford to
set the prices much lower than
they currently are without losing
money, according to Pearson.
Senior graphic design major
Shane Cherry, of Hammond,
said, in his time

at SIUE, he has always gone to there are many benefits to shop- have nowhere to put their
Edwardsville grocery stores for ping off campus.
food," Zimmerman said.
his meals, and he recommends
"You can buy stuff in bulk.
Freshman education major
other students do the same.
There's more of a variety. Jayme H uffman, of Belleville,
"There's a convenience fac- There's a lot of health factors said she shops at grocery stores,
tor [at Union Station] but you that go into it," Cherry said. but living in Bluff Hall makes it
can take a bus to any of the "There's just a lot more op- difficult to store food.
other grocery stores," Cherry tions ."
"I try and make room but
said. "You would
all I have is a
just have to look
crate for food
up a time ... get a
and I have a
map and get on a
sm all refrigeraWe always hope to keep prices
bus. It's not that
tor, also. I can't
as low as we can for
far. It would probreally keep a lot
ably take about 15
of stuff," Huffstudents
....
minutes on a bus
man said. "It's
to get over here,
mostly ju.st ceJoseph Pearson
and it's definitely
real and canned
Morris University Center director
worth it."
foods - things
According to
that don't exmct.org, a student is charged $2
Student Body President pire. It's really hard to find
to travel from campus to Ed- Erik Zimmerman said, for some things that don't expire and that
wardsville
and
students, storage of groceries you can use in the microwave."
back on Madison
can be an issue.
Huffman said finding food
Cou nty Transit
"I think for a lot of stu- that she can cook and eat on
dents, especially ·students who campus can be easier at Union
buses.
Cherry said
live in the residence halls, they
Station, even if it is
more expensive.
"[Union Station
has] things pretty
much catered to college students
things that you

''

$1.69
$1.50
$

Station,

C

ucks

don't have to keep in the refrigerator," Huffman said. "In the
grocery store, they have a lot of
stuff. You kind of have to determine what you can and can't
keep and what you do and don't
have room for. "
Because of the high costs at
Union Station, Zimmerman
said he tries to purchase food
and drinks elsewhere when he
can.
"If you have the opportunity to go off campus and get
like M&Ms or something, do
it," Zimmerman said. "For me,
if I'm in the library studying,
I'm not going to drive all the
way off campus to get a bag of
M&Ms, but sometimes I'll bring
snacks to campus rather than
spend the money [at Union Station.] "
Cherry said he does not
avoid Union Station completely,
as it can be useful when there is
not time to stop at a grocery
store.
"If I'm on a break from a
class and I need a snack or
someth ing, of course I will defiCONVENIENCE
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not only on students, but think of all
the adults that go to college as well,
we have every right to give our
opinion on it," Heinlein said. "We're
not 15 years old."
Outcomes of the bill

Grammer said the ban could be
beneficial to the environment and
the overall health of the campus
community, but it is not worth
alienating the smokers on campus.
"I like [the bill] for the reason
that it does promote that whole
green, healthy kind of atmosphere,
but I would be against it just for the
sole fact that it excludes a large majority of students," Grammer said.
"I'm a big proponent for everyone
expressing themselves and doing
their own stuff. I don't smoke, but I
don't think any less of a person who
does."
Signorino said the bill violates
the rights of students, faculty and
staff members, but it has good overall intentions.
''People should be able to
choose to do whatever, but you have
to draw lines in certain places," Signorino said. "I'm a huge champion
of basic rights, but when it comes to
the point to where it's hurting other
people, that's where I think you

have to maybe compromise with
your rights. Like [with] alcohol,
people drink and drive, they hurt
someone else or they abuse their
family, they hurt someone else same thing with cigarettes and secondhand smoke. If my right is hurting someone else, I'm willing to
work within that right."
Trouble with enforcement

Lt. Kevin Schmoll of Campus
Police said if the bill passes and a student were found smoking or carrying smoking equipment on campus,
he or she would be reported to Student Affairs because it would be a
violation of the Student Conduct
Code.
Housing
Director
Mike
Schultz said enforcing a smoking
ban would be difficult on such a
large campus. He said, just within
university housing, the resident assistants currently have enough trouble with students smoking inside
buildings.
Heinlein said campus police officers have more important things to
do on campus than enforce this bill.
''Why are the police patrolling
people smoking instead of stopping
people like running over pedestrians
or breaking into dorms or whatever? Why are you worrying about
smoking when there are crimes that

are hurting people," Heinlein said.
''I'd be pretty mad if a cop didn't get
to me in time because he had to stop
a smoker."
Signorino said he does not
think campus police officers will be
able to stop every smoker.
''It'll be really difficult, I think.
For the dedicated smoker, they will
find a way," Signorino said. ''I think
it's going to be incredibly difficult to
enforce. That would be the hardest
part."
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norino said that view is too optimistic.
''I don't know too many college students that would be like, 'Oh
my god, look at that guy. He's got a
pack of cigarettes in his bag. I'm
gonna call the cops,"' Signorino
said.

they know it's part of their lifestyle
and they're like, 'Hell no am I going
to change,' you'll go to SLU or
you'll go to [University ofMissouriColumbia] or you'll go to [University of Missouri-Kansas City,]"
Heinlein said. "You'll stay in Missouri."

Issues and influence of the bill

Designate smoking areas

Grammer said if the bill passes,
SilJE may lose some current students through transfer.

Grammer said the bill requires
too drastic a change. He would prefer a slower transition to become a
smoke-free campus.
"I'm not for cutting a whole
group of people off just to get that
immediate gratification," Grammer
said. 'Td rather do the baby steps.
Instead of just banning the whole
campus, maybe have a designated
area and then people who don't
smoke are just like, 'Oh, I'll just not
go into that area."'
Grammer said there are already
areas on campus where smokers are
known to congregate so making
those areas officially smoke-friendly
would be an easier solution.
Schultz said University Housing brought in "smoking huts" to
give students shelter while they
smoke near residence halls. The huts
are one example of an unofficial
smoke-friendly area on campus.
Heinlein said designated areas
would be a better solution to the
conflict between smokers and nonsmokers. Even without areas set
aside for tl1em, she said she has seen
that most smokers are respectful to
otl1ers on campus.
'Tvc never seen a smoker go up
to someone and blow smoke in their
face," Heinlein said.

... when it comes to the point
where it's hurting other
people .. .I think you have to
maybe compromise with your
rights ....

Shane Signorino

English language and literature professor
An amendment to the bill was
approved on April 23, allowing individuals to smoke on campus in a
car that is not owned by a state-supported institution. It also allows individuals driving through a campus
to be exempt from the ban.
Schmoll said he does not think
enforcement will be an issue because
campus community members will
call in reports of violation. Sig-

'Tm paying thousands of dollars to be here, to go to your school
and it's my choice to go to your
school. What do you care if I light
up," Grammer said. ''You can't just
cut off a whole group of people like
that, especially ones that are in the
middle of their education. It's like,
'Well, if that law passes, I guess I'm
just gonna have to find another
school to go to' and SilJE's going
to be out a good chunk of money
because a lot of their students
smoke."
Heinlein said high school seniors deciding between colleges may
rule out Illinois colleges because of
the bill.
''When you're looking at kids,
specifically from maybe St. Louis
area, who are like, 'I don't really
know ifl want to go to [Saint Louis
University] or SilJE or [University
of Illinois.]' If they're a smoker and
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nitely go there, and it supports
the school, which is a good
thing, but I would not consider
going there for large meals or
anything close to that," Cherry
said.
The revenue from Union
Station, in addition to revenue
from Dining Services, Cougar
Lanes, the bookstore and any
part of the university center, is
used to pay the salaries of workers and to pay for the services
and products offered. Any leftover funds are used to offset the
costs of running the Morris University Center.
Pearson said some of the
funds are put into a savings account to be used for renovations. By saving as much as
possible, the MUC does not
need to increase student fees as
much each year.
The net revenue from
Union Station is not very high,
according to Pearson. He said
the products offered in Union
Station are expensive for the
MUC to purchase, and the
prices for students are only a little more than what the MUC
paid for them originally.
Students can expect to pay
$1.09 for a small bag of chips at
Union Station, but they could
spend $6.98 for a 20-bag variety
pack of the same brands at Shop
'n Save under its current sale.
Because the store offers this sale,
each bag would only cost around
35 cents.
For Chef Boyardee microwavable pasta, a student
could spend from $1.69 to
$1.99 at Union Station. Both
Schnucks and Shop 'n Save offer
these easy meals on sale at 10 for
$10.
Even ramen noodles, having
the reputation as a cheap college
staple, is three times as expensive at Union Station than it is

Lexi Cortes con be reached at
occrtes@o/estlelive.com or 650-3530.
Follow@lexi_ cortes.

at Shop 'n Save - 59 cents compared to 19 cents.
Condiments like barbeque
sauce and mayonnaise are sold at
Union Station but can be found
in larger quantities and at lower
prices at grocery stores. Sweet
Baby Ray's is about $1.25
cheaper when bought at a grocery store, and Miracle Whip is
about $1.50 cheaper.
These price differences can
add up during a four- or fiveyear college career. If a student
were to buy a small bag of chips
for $1.09 and a drink for $1.50
at Union Station three times a
week for a year, they would
spend around $411. In four
years, that cost goes up to about
$1,647 and in five years, it is
about $2,059.
With renovations to Union
Station scheduled for next year,
the location will double in size.
Pearson said the MUC will be
able to offer students more options and extended hours, but
not necessarily lower prices.
"From 8 to 10 p.m., when
the main dining in Center Court
is closed, Union Station will be
open during that time with new
hot and cold food options,"
Pearson said.
Pearson said the MUC is
looking at the possibility of
adding a hot dog roller grill to
the renovated Union Station,
which will be completed Aug. 1,
2014.
Zimmerman said, despite
the costs, students will always
continue to shop at Union Station.
"I think convenience really
is the biggest factor. You're in
the library, you walk across the
quad, get something and go
back," Zimmerman said.

Lexi Cortes con be reached at
ocortes@olestlelive.com or 650-3530.
Follow @lexi_ cortes.
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NAACP speaker highlights social justice of sustainability
MAC SWARTZ
Alestte Reporter

Vice President of Student
Organization for Sustainability
Mark "Wolf' Veverka said a
speaker from the NAACP Climate Justice Initiative was
brought to SIUE to send a wake
up call to people.
Director of the NAACP Climate Justice Initiative Jacqueline
Patterson explained that neighborhoods of color, minority
neighborhoods and impoverished neighborhoods are becoming the dumping grounds for
waste.
"This is the defiled planet
that [college-age students] are
inheriting, and they need to hold
fo lks accountable for leaving
them without a p roper inheritance," Patterson said.
After a tour of SIUE, Patterson said there is a connection between climate change and a
vision of a society with equal Jacqueline Patterson, director of the NAACP Environmental and Climate Justice Program. speaks with senior psychology major Jahlil Beymuhammed, of
rights . After visiting SIUE's East .
Chicago, senior sociology major Nicole Johnson, of St. Louis, and Junior sociology major Shevontae Harris, of Chicago, after the NAACP student dinner Monday
St. Louis charter school, PatterIn
Flxins' restaurant.
I Photo by Andrew Rathnow/ Alestle
son said she has mixed feelings
about the current state of society.
away from SIUE.
"I was both encouraged by of sustainability because it's so lems, the issues delve deeper · things that can be done.
"Make sure your homes are
than
that.
"One
of
the
easiest
ways
to
often
overlooked,"
Lee
said.
the work that they are doing in
get
students
to
initiate
change
is
energy
efficient, as well as your
"Resources
are
running
out,
"We
stick
waste
in
poor
East St. Louis and distressed
to
have
this
campus
commit
to
communities,"
Patterson said.
and
it's
not
just
in
third
world
neighborhoods,
and
we
stick
that there is so much work that
For more information about
still needs to be done," Patterson nations anymore," Veverka said. waste in low-income neighbor- not getting its energy from fossil
"There are water shortages and hoods," Veverka said. "Basically, fuels," Patterson said. "Get the the NAACP and how you can
said.
help· environmental efforts in
SOS has been working food deserts right here in Amer- until we all decide that no per- campus to buy renewable energy
your area, visit naacp.org and
son
is
lesser
than
us
and
we
all
certificates
so
that
the
campus
is
ica."
closely with East St. Louis to
Patterson stressed the im- start treating each other as supporting life preserving ways siue.edu/sustainability.
make areas affected by the waste
portance of environmental ef- equals, we're not going to really of generating energy."
more sustainable.
be addressing an issue that's a
Patterson also said students
SOS President Kim Lee forts for college students.
Mac Swartz can be reached at
should
support the sustainability
"Students
have
a
unique
role
growing
concern."
hopes Patterson's talk encourmswartz@alestlelive.com or 6EJJ..3527.
Patterson
said
there
are
still
efforts
on
campus
as
well
as
as
to
how
to
be
transformational
ages students to help fix environmental issues before it is too late. in our relationship with the
"Our goal as a student or- planet so that it is life-sustainganization this year was to push ing," Patterson said.
Veverka said this is not just
forward the social justice aspect
an issue of environmental prob-
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President-elect Hillery hopes
to continue Zimmerman's work
Hillery expects clashes with administrators
JOSH BOVINETTE
AJestJe Reporter

Top: Alexa Hillery

I Photos by Rebehka Blake/ Alestle

Bottom: Erik Zimmerman

Student Body President-elect
Alexa Hillery takes office this summer with the hope of continuing
the successes of the former president and developing strong communication
with
university
administrators.
"Right after getting elected, I
had a meeting with the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs [Narbeth
Emmanuel], and he said that we
probably wouldn't get along next
year," Hillery said. "I told him that's
probably true since my job is to
look out for the students and his
job is to look out for the administration."
According to Hillery, occasional dashes with the administration are inevitable.

"I might dash with the administrators a little bit, but it's my job
to tell them what the students
want," Hillery said. "I will always
make sure I go into meetings with
administrators well-informed and
able to deliver a clear message on
behalf of the student body."
Vice President-elect Nasir Almasri said he is sure Hillery will
make a fine student body president.
"People mentioned to me that
Alexa had run unopposed," Almasri
said. "I think she ran unopposed
because everyone realizes that she
was the best person for the job."
According to Almasri, Hillery
is well-suited for a successful term
as president.
"Alexa and I really learned a lot
from Erik [Zimmerman] about
how to run an executive board, and
that's a tribute to how strong a

president Erik is," Almasri said.
"Alexa's leadership style is serious
and direct, but she has a charisma
that really helps her relate to the
student body well."
Current Student Body Vice
President Sean Crawford said he
thinks Hillery has the determination necessary to cause change on
campus.
"For any movement to effectively create change, you have to be
persistent," Crawford said. "I think
Alexa will be persistent when she
deals with administrators and
works to get the message of our diverse student body to the people
that make decisions about the university's future."
Read more about Hillery and
her upcoming presidency at
Alestlellve.com.

Zimmerman proud of SG's accomplishments
JOSH BOVINETTE
AJestle Reporter

Many of the students who
worked with Erik Zimmerman
considered his term as student
body president an effective one,
and as his term comes to an end,
Student Body President-elect
Alexa Hillery hopes to continue
where he left off.
Hillery served as internal affairs officer under Zimmerman
and will take office as student
body president in May.

"Erik has done a great job as
our president," Hillery said. "People have said that this is one of the
best senates and executive boards
that SIUE has ever had."
Zimmerman said he is
pleased with the accomplishments
of Student Government during his
term, but he leaves knowing there
is always more to do.
"I am very happy that I had
the opportunity to represent the
student body during my time at
SIUE," Zimmerman said. "It was
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challenging, but I think we accomplished some things that we're
very proud of."
During his time at SIUE,
Zimmerman has served on the
Student Organization Advisory
Board and External Affairs Committee. He has also served as a student senator and vice president of
the student body.
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Out of state job prospects tempting
Graduates can avoid poor Illinois economy, experience somewhere new
One of the greatest challenges facing
smdents as they come closer to graduation is that
ever-looming question of what to do once they
leave the college bubble and enter
the working world. Those
looking to find a job in Illinois
so they can remain close to
home may be in for a rough
awakening.
Mat Camp
Opinion Editor

A poll released Tuesday by Morgan Stanley
Wealth Management, which surveyed high net
worth Chicago investors, found 93 percent
concerned about Illinois' financial state with 80
percent ''very concerned." More than half felt the
state economy would only get worse by the end
of the year.
This comes on the heels of attempts by
several other state governors, most notably Texas
Gov. Rick Perry, running campaigns aimed at
drawing businesses away from Illinois -which,
as it stands, would be a tempting offer.
The state's financial simation appears to be

in an endless downward spiral. Illinois has the
most underfunded public retirement system in
the country, which will reacl1 a total annual cost
of $7 billion a year if it is not addressed by the
end of next month, $8 billion in unpaid bills and
a 9.5 percent unemployment rate.
Even after "temporarily" hiking income taxes
in 2011 to try to bandage the Illinois budget
deficit, economic problems didn't magically go
away.
Compared to Texas' 6.5 percent
unemployment rate, less government regulation
and business-friendly tax rates, it's hard to see
how businesses would not consider such a move.
Perry spoke at the Chicago BIO
International Convention, which attracts
investors for the booming fields of biotechnology
from around the world, promoting the probusiness agenda of Texas while backhandedly
knocking
Illinois'
struggling
business
environment.
This does not bode well for smdents looking
to stay local, but it may come with a silver lining
- it could force you to step outside of your
comfort wne, forcing personal growth.
Finding a job away from where you've

grown up, away from the safety nest of Mom and
Dad can be scary. Yet we are adults now, walking
away from the wuversity with a fancy degree, and
we are now (supposed to be) contributing
members of society. It is very unlikely everyone
will find a job in his or her career field down the
street from your childhood in today's world.
Instead of dreading such an uprooting move,
embrace it. This is still the prin1e of our lives and
most of us are unfettered by children, marriage
or any tangible barrier that could prevent trying
something new. Instead of simply applying for
jobs in your local area, particularly with the state
of Illinois' economy, expand your horiwns and
look elsewhere.
There is a whole wide world out there, and
though it is much easier and more comfortable
to stick to what we know, it is beneficial to
experience new and sometimes uncomfortable
places. You'll get used to it. Besides, who wants
to spend their entire life living in America's
cornhole?
Mat Camp can be reached at
mcamp@alestlelive.com or 650-3530. Follow
@mathewcamp.

Legalize it! Ill. House passes medical marijuana bill
Could be step toward decriminalization, help with struggling economy
Medicinal marijuana should be legal.
Furthermore, marijuana in general should be
decriminalized.
Marijuana is a plant that can be harvested
from the grow1d no different from tobacco
and, without any chemical alteration, can
become an effective cash crop. Marijuana
made a major step within
the state oflllinois this past
week. I hope that step is
taking us one step closer to
the logical conclusion.
Brandon Allen
Photographer

This week, the Illinois House of
Representatives voted 61 to 57 to permit the
medicinal use of marijuana. The move would
make Illinois the 19th state to allow such a bill,
and it is a great idea. Illinois stands to generate
a significant amount of tax revenue from this
decision. Also, this decision could create a
significant market for the business of Illinois.
In 2010, medicinal marijuana created a billion
dollar business market and more than $150

million in taxes for the state of California.
The Illinois House of Representatives
cited the healing effects of the plant for recent
House success. Some of the medical benefits
of marijuana are migraine treatment, tumor
growd?- retardation, rel,ief of chronic disease
symptoms, Alzheimer's prevention, glaucoma
treatment, seizure prevention and many others.
One plant can serve as treatment or aid for
more than 10 different ailments.
Medicinal marijuana's benefits are not
limited to the human body. It would not be
news for any of the residents of the state of
Illinois to hear that our state's debt is out of
control. Medicinal marijuana may just be the
remedy to slow the hemorrhaging. Medicinal
marijuana could generate a significant amount
of revenue for the government of Illinois.
Most importantly, the legalization of
medical marijuana could be an important step
toward decriminalization of the crop. It seems
the trend throughout the United States is that
marijuana is first made medically legal and then
would become totally decriminalized, as is the
case with Colorado and Washington. This is
incredibly
important,
because
total

decrin1inalization of marijuana would only
further benefit Illinois and the United States.
If decriminalization were to happen, the
United States could see a significant drop in
crime related to the crop. History would seem
to indicate . that legalization would be an
effective method for reducing drug related
crime. For instance, during Prohibition in the
early 1900s, crime in relation to alcohol
skyrocketed, but once alcohol was again made
legal the crime decreased.
A significant population of America has
been calling for legalization of the crop. It
seems the state governments of the United
States are recognizing the calls. Times have
changed, philosophies are different and it is
now the time to change policy. If we resist, we
could see a further plunge into violence and a
slower economic recovery; but more likely we
will see more suffer from illnesses that could
be prevented or treated by the use of medicinal
marijuana.
Brandon Allen can be reached at
ballen@alestlelive.com or 650-3530. Follow
@LeadTheRiffs.

Should marijuana be decriminalized?
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com!

Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Lifestyles Editor at
650-3531 or lifestyles@alestlelive.com.
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GABRIEL IGLESIAS TALKS
STRUGGLES, SUCCESS, STAND UP
MAC SWARTZ
Alestte Reporter

Gab,riel Iglesias celebrated 16
years in comedy and performed at
SIDE Thursday night to a sold-out
crowd of more than 900 attendees.
Looking like one of the crowd
in the Meridian Ballroom, wearing
a Red Hot Chili Peppers shirt, jean
shorts and Nike LeBron shoes, he
put the crowd at ease with his hilarious and relatable stories about
his life.
Iglesias
retired "Aloha,
Fluffy," his popular comedy special, a week before SIUE's show
and said he felt he would be cheating the audience if he performed
the exact same thing seen on television.
Sophomore nursing student
Adcyinka Babatunde, ofNaperville,
said she was happy with the show
not just for Iglesias' performance.
"I'm glad they brought some,
body the people relate to that brings
people together," Babanmde said.
"It's just pure fi.m."
Iglesias helps up-and-coming
comics by taking some of them on
the road with him, two of which
took the stage before Iglesias' performance.
Admittedly not a role model,

Martin Moreno, Iglesias' friend of
15 years, opened the show followed
by Alfred Robles, who appeared on
seasons one and two of Comedy

Ccntral's "Stand-Up Revolution."
During Iglesias's one-hour set,
he talked about everything from his
relationship with Jagermeister
liqueur, his family and even his pets, ·
which range from his three dogs
Riza, Bruno and Vinnie, to his
girlfriend's snake, Skittles.
Sophomore Christina
Rojas, of Zion, said
the show was hilarious.
"All three comedians had me
laughing the whole
time, and there were points
where I had tears in my
eyes," Rojas said.
Iglesias also talked
about his struggles with his
weight. He said he is
just
four

''

I had Type 2 diabetes. I started
having tingling sensation in my
fingers and toes and was losing
circulation. And as a man, you
need circulation ...
Gab rie l Iglesias
Come dian

pounds away from losing 100
pounds after peaking at more than
430 pounds and said the change
was due to illness, not the ideal
body image of Hollywood.
"I had Type 2 diabetes. I
started having tingling sensation in my fingers and toes
and was losing circulation,"
Iglesias said. "And as a
man, you need circulation."
Iglesias is known for
his dean comedy
now, but he did
not start out
that way. He
said he started
dirty,
until
someone told
him after a show
that he didn't
have
to
be
raunchy to be
successful.
Iglesias
is
now the one giving out advice.
"If you be-

lieve that much in what you want to
do, then you should pursue it regardless of what anybody says,"
Iglesias said.
Iglesias said he decided he
wanted to be a comedian at age 10,
getting his big break on Nickelodeon's "All That."
After leaving the show, Iglesias
regained fame for his comedy act
that talked about the si,x levels of fatness and is now working to get his
own special in theaters nationwide.
Iglesias was recently in the film
"Magic Mike," and said he may act
again if he finds the right role.
"[I'll act again] if it comes my
way and it really makes sense," Iglesias said. "I just turned down a project because it didn't feel right."
In the meantime, Iglesias will
be recording a new season of Comedy Ccntral's "Stand-Up Revolution" in September, which \vill be
aired in January 2014.
Mac Swartz can be reached at
mswartz@alestlelive.com or 650-3531 .

I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle
I Photo illustration by Andrew Rathnow/Alestle
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Student musician drums up succe_ss locally,
makes move internationally
MAC SWARTZ
Alestle Reporter

Josh Beyers' last year in his
undergraduate career will culminate with his travels this summer
around Europe doing what he
loves most: drumming.
The music major from Taylorville was asked to join indie
rock band Yankee Racers by
frontman Kurt Brewer.
"I am reallv excited for this
opportunity;" Beyers said.
Bevers said he wa offered
the opportunity' after playing a
gig with the band at the Firebird
in St. Louis. Their regular drummer was not able to make the
dates.
The band lea\'es for Europe
to travel to several different venues from May 19-30. Yankee Racers will perform at least seven
shows while overseas with the
possibility of more.
Beyers said he practices
about two hours a day.
He has been accepted into
the graduate program at the Universitv of Northern Colorado
where he hopes to obtain a master's and Ph.D. in Jazz Studies,
with the goal to perform and
teach percussion.
While he plays the piano and
some guitar, Beyers' preference is
the drum set, the instrument he
will specialize in at University of
Northern Colorado.
Beyers is no stranger to traveling to perform. Since his freshman vear at SIUE, he has
traveled to Taiwan and Trinidad
and played at schools from the St.
Louis area all the way to Chicago

with his various music groups including Jazz Combo, Percussion
Ensemble and SIUE Steel Band.
In addition to these groups,
Beyers plays in two country
groups and for two different
wedding band corporations.
Courtney Groennert, a vocalist in Bourbon Trail, one of the
country groups Beyers is a part
of, said Beyers will be sorely
missed at SIUE.
"Josh is a phenomenal musician and is great to work with,''
Groennert said. "He is very diverse in playing and can adjust his
style to match any genre, whether
it is country, jazz or rock. He's a
very entertaining person who is
fun to be around and to work
with."
Beyers plays everything from
jazz and Motown all the way to
rock and current hits like Lady
Gaga.
"You just have to be able to
change and adapt and be able to
do whatever somebody offers
you," Beyers said. "To get big as
a drummer, you have to be very
diverse."
Beyers knows he could not
have done it without the faculty
that has built him up to where he
is today.
"When I was a freshman, I
had nothing. I was building from
the ground up," Beyers said.
"Now, I'm playing with groups
and have been blessed with so
many opportunities."
No one knows this better
than senior. nursing major Nick
Landers, Beyers' roommate since
their freshman year at SIUE in
2009.

'

He is very diverse in playing
and can adjust his style to
match any genre, whether it
is country, jazz or rock ...
Courtney Groennert
Bourbon Trail vocalist

Josh Beyers will travel with indie rock band Yankee Racers around Europe May 19-30.
I Photo illustration by Andrew Rath now/ Alestle

"When we were freshmen, I
used to think Josh playing the
drums was more of a hobby,"
Landers said. "However, I've
seen Josh grow, not only as a percussionist but as a dedicated, educated, wonderful musician too.
He practices every day and plays
gigs weekly. He has dedicated his
time and life to music, and it certainly is paying off."
Beyers feels that this is due
to the higher standard SIUE
holds for their students.

"The instructors at SIUE
make students more wellrounded and able to understand
basics and fundamentals that they
need to develop good musician-ship," Beyers said. "The reputation of SIUE musically is
competitive in the St. Louis
area."
Beyers gets his motivation
from successful percussionists he
has met like Jim White, whom he
will work with in Colorado.
White played with the One O'-

Clock Lab Band at University of
North Texas.
He also met Tereon Gully, a
drummer from East St. Louis
who has played with prominent
artists including Diane Reeves
and Christine McBride.
Beyers' next performance
with Yankee Racers is at 9 p.m.
Friday, May 10, at Black Space in
St. Louis.
Mac Swartz can be reached at
mswartz@alestfelive.com or 650-3531 .

Golden Dragon Acrobats
pull off big stunts in small theater
EVAN MEYERS
Alest/e Reporter

The Golden Dragon Acrobats
were able to captivate the crowd
Thursday as they brought their
breathtaking show to the Wildey
Theater. The show, which combines acrobatics with theater and
dance, is currently on its summer
tour across the United States.
With multiple acts, Wildey
patrons were given the opportunity to see a company that bills itself as "the premier Chinese
acrobatic touring company of
today." With a talented crew of24
performers, the Golden Dragon
Acrobats proved they were worthy of that title Thursday.
The show impressed, with a
unique mixture of dance and acrobatics, from the first act and

continued to up the ante until its
conclusion.
While balancing objects and
other performers, the women
were able to show off gymnastic
skills and amazing strength, as
well as an ability to contort their
bodies. The men, not to be outdone, showed off thetr abilities
working together in acts that required trust and precision timing,
showing these artists were not
only fine performers but outstanding athletes as well.
The act alone was enough to
pull the audience in, but tl1is performance managed to hit upon
every aspect of what a stage show
should be. The costumes were
amazingly detailed, giving the
show a unique feel while still
showing its connection to its Chinese roots. The performers were
also tasked with several costume

changes as they were in a new
costumes for every act.
The music and lighting also
helped involve the crowd and
helped to build up a sense of danger as the stunts were performed.
As the show progressed, the
music became more dramatic,
pulling the audience to the edge
of their seats as the performers
took more risks on stage.
Whether they were balancing
umbrellas using only their feet or
performing handstands on a stack
of chairs 20 feet tall, the Golden
Dragon Acrobats were amazing
through the entire show, leaving
me hoping this would not be
their only appearance at the
Wildey.
Evan Meyers can be reached at
emeyers@alestlelive.com or 650-3531.

Golden Dragon Acrobats bring colorful costumes and flexibility
to the Wildey Theatre.

Photos by Rebehka Blake/ Alestle

Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Sports Editor Roger Starkey at
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com
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Seniors shine in last home meet

Sophomore Jatovlo Wright runs the 100-meter hurdles Saturday. Wright broke her own school record, running a 13.88.

EVAN MEYERS
A/est/e Reporter

It was an emotional day for
the members of the SIUE track
and field team as they hosted the
Gateway Classic at Korte
Stadium Saturday afternoon .
For the eight seniors on the
team, it was the last time they
had a chance to perform in fro nt
of an SIUE home crowd. For the
rest, it was the last meet to work
out any kinks before the Obio
Valley
Conference
Championships.
H ead
Coach
Kareem
Jackson said the team was ready
to work hard on senior day.
"We could not have asked
for a better day to run. We all
wanted this meet to be a
celebration of what our seniors
had done with their careers,"

Jackson said. "They have all outdoor ch am pionships, and I T his is a team that has worked
hard, and we have worked hard
played such a big part in the think we did it."
Senior Aftan Noon was able together," Senaya said.
success of this program."
Sophomore J ata via Wright
On the women's side, senior to get wins in both the 800Colleen McDonough set a new meter run and the 1500-meter set a new school record in the
100-meter hurdles . It
school record in
was the second time
the
hammer
in two weeks Wright
throw with a
broke the school
distance of 187
We
wanted
to
show
we
were
record.
feet, 9 inches,
ready for the outdoor
"We always go
McDonough
out there and try to
h ad broken the
championships, and I think we
be better than we
shot put record
were the day before,
a week prior.
did it ....
"I didn't
and you can see that
Colleen McDonough
effort paying off with
even realize that
Senior thrower
these performances,"
it
was
the
Jackson said.
record. I was
In
men's
just going out
sophomores
there and looking forward to my run. Senior Kaya Senaya was com pennon,
next throw," McDonough said. able to pick up a win in the Ahmad Evans and Darius Smith
took first and second place in the
"The whole meet was a real women's 100-meter.
and
200-meter
confidence builder. We wanted to
"It is great to see so many 100-meter
show we were ready for the individuals achieving their goals. sprints.

I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle
"You can see these guys
challenging each other every day.
This whole team is so
competitive. You can see it in our
practices, and it really helps them
push each other to the next
level," Jackson said.
Both teams ended the meet
with victories in the 400-meter
relays.
After the meet, Jackson had
the team meet in the middle of
the track and had each of the
seniors speak a little about their
experiences as a member of the
team. Junior Forrest Knight, in
his last year of eligibility, said it
was something the team was
happy they did.
"It was good for us to kind
of get out there and give a last
piece of advice to the guys who
TRACK
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Study: Division I transition favorably received
'

ROGER ST AR KEY
Alestle Sports Editor

A new study by three SIUE
professors found that faculty, staff and
administrators have a generally favorable
opinion of Cougars' athletics after the
transition to Division I.
The study measured the perception
of the SIUE athletic department in three
areas: how the athletic department and
student-athletes' values align with those of
the university, how the transition from
NCAA Division II to Division I affected
SIUE athletics and the student-athletes,
and d1e process and outcomes of moving
to Division I.
The study's main author, economics
and fmance professor J olm Meisel, said he
was somewhat surprised that ·the faculty,
staff and administration did not perceive
a big change in the program during the
transition to Division I. Additionall); he
was most surprised "by the results from the
female respondents.

"Females were more positive in every
area except gender equity," Meisel said. "I
thought we had done well with gender
equity, which means we have to focus on
that issue."
Meisel said the goal of the university
is to match the female athletic
participation rate with that of the overall
university population. Women comprise
56 percent of the SIUE student body.
"The participation numbers fall short,
but the women get 56 percent of the
mone);" Meisel said. "The problem [with
the female participation numbers] is that
there is no counterpart to wrestling."

community input in decisions.
The results showed a perception that
the transition did not affect how the
student-athletes
or
the
athletic
department complied with university
values. Although this could be seen as
successful, Meisel and his co-authors,
economics and finance professor Timothy
Sullivan and economics and finance
I Image courtesy of the SIUE athletic department department
chair John Navin, chose to
report a mixed view of the transition.
The study found a favorable
"'We could have been less conservative
perception of the current state of the in our results, but if someone asked why
athletic department and student-athletes we included [ neutral responses], I didn't
among faculty, staff and administrators. want to open us up to criticism," Meisel
Faculty gave the lowest evaluations in this said.
category. Staff provided the most
The transition process received
favorable responses.
favorable reviews. A majority of
The task force that recommended the respondents agreed that reclassification
Division I transition set 11 guiding enhanced the university's overall image
principles, seven generally stipulated that and prestige.
the
athletics
department existing
Meisel said the study did not include
commitment to university values not be students because the existing literature on
compromised. Other principles included athletic department transitions to Division
things such as not charging students for
events and allowing the university
STUDY I pg. 10
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A Pair of Aces
Travis Felax
ALESTLE STAFF

Junior Travis Felax, in his second season as the
SIDE baseball team's ace, is having a career year,
despite being just 3-5 .
In his 10 starts, Felax has a 1.83 ERA, which
is second best in the Ohio Valley Conference. His
four complete games and 73 2-3 innings pitched
are the most in the OVC.
Felax's 56 strikeouts are fifth most in the
conference. He has walked just six batters all
season and leads the OVC with 0. 73 walks per
game.
He has received very little run support so far
this season, which has contributed to his sub-.500
record.
In the seven games he started and either lost
or did not receive a decision, the Cougars offense
scored 11 runs.
In his three wins, the Cougars have also scored
11 runs. In these games, Felax has allowed a total
of just one run.
Among regular starters, freshman Caleb
Wilkerson has the next lowest ERA with 6.89.
Freshman P.J. Schuster has a 7.52 ERA, and
freshman Sam Hopkins has an 8.20 ERA.
While Felax's record has taken a step back this
season, his stats have gotten better.
In 2011, his freshman season, Felax had a
2.62 ERA in 13 appearances, 11 of which were
starts.
He became a weekend starter by the end of
the season. He finished 5-2, and had 37 strikeouts
and 19 walks through 68 2-3 innings pitched.
He was named to the All-Ohio Valley
Conference Second Team after his sophomore
season. Collegesportsmadness.com named him to
its All-OVC First Team.
Felax made 15 starts in 2012, finishing with a
record of 6-5. His ERA tl1at year was 3.67.
He pitched 95 2-3 innings, striking out 69
and walking 27 batters.
Junior Travis Felax Is 3-5 with a 1.83 ERA.on the year

I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle

Alestle Sports can be reached at
sports@alestlelive.com or 650-3524. Follow
@TheAlestleSport.

Haley Chambers
ALESTLE STAFF

On Sunday, freshman pitcher Haley
Chambers became the fifth pitcher in SIUE
history to throw a perfect game, an
accomplishment that helped her earn a fourth
Ohio Valley Conference Pitcher of the Week
award.
Chambers has been a big part of revitalizing
a pitching staff that was injury-depleted last
season. The team holds a 34-9 record, with
Chambers boasting a 19-3 record.
In her first season as a Cougar, Chambers has
helped the team clinch a s_pot in the OVC
tournament by registering 155 strikeouts and an
ERA of just 1.63. Chambers has also reeled off 17
straight wins.
Her strikeouts, ERA and 19 wins are all good
enough for top five in the OVC. Chambers is
currently tied with Michelle Cox for most all-time
wins by a freshman. The all-time record is 24 by
Becki Saylor.
Chambers' seven shutouts lead the OVC. Her
155 strikeouts are already good enough for 11th
best in a single season at SIDE. With 20 more, she
will pass her Head Coach Sandy Montgomery.
During her senior season at Cascade High
School in Clayton, Ind., Chambers had a 16-2
record and a 0.49 earned run average. She
recorded 210 strikeouts in 110 innings pitched.
She threw four no-hitters during her prep
career, including two perfect games. She was
named Wabash Valley Player of tl1e Year three
times.
Chambers was also a standout hitter in her
prep career. She led the state of Indiana with 5 7
RBIs her senior season while hitting 590 with 16
doubles, seven triples, seven home runs and 43
runs scored. She has registered only 14 at-bats for
the Cougars, managing five hits and eight runs
scored.
Ales/le Sports can be reached at
sports@alestlelive.com or 650-3524. Follow
@TheAlestteSport.

Freshman Haley Chambers Is 19-3 wHh a 1.63 ERA on the year.

I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle
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good understanding of and experience in
advertising sales and management,
account maintenance; ability to coach
ad sales staff, encourage increased sales and
develop new clients; ability to use social
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bachelors degree required, preferred
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public relations or business.
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will still be there next year,"
Knight said.
Coach Jackson also saw the
benefits of having his seniors
speak.
"It was kind of impromptu,
but I wld them to just say
somethmg about what it meant
to them or how they met their

STUDY
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I covered that area, but did not
sufficiently measure faculty staff
and administration perceptions.
Meisel was a member of the
task force that recommended
SIUE athletics transition to
Division I, but neither Navin nor
Sullivan were members of the
task force.
The study was conducted
using an email survey sent to
each of the 2,109 faculty, staff
and administration at SIUE.
There was an 18 percent response
rate.
About
half
of
the
respondents were not with the

goals," Jackson said. "They just
went from the heart and said
some powerful stuff about what
it meant to be a part of this
team."
The Cougars' next meet will
be_ the OVC Championships on
Fnday, May 3, at Eastern Illinois.
Evan Meyers can be reached at
emeyers@alestlelive.com or 6503525. Follow Evan @ronninix.

university six years ago, one year
before the transition to Division
I began. Responses for those
with SIUE for fewer than six
vears were onlv used to
determine the current perception
of the athletic department and
the student athletes.
The study is currently under
review . at .the Metropolitan
Umversmes Journal. Meisel said
he has received favorable
feedback from the journal but is
n<:>t sure when, or if, the study
will be published.
Roger Starkey can be reached at
rstarkey@)alestlelive.com or 6503525. Follow Roger@rogerj_starkey.

Women's golf eighth at
first OVC Tournament
ALESTLE STAFF
The SIUE women's golf team
shaved 19 strokes off its secondround score to shoot a final round
319, but the Cougars were unable
to mov~ up ~ the standings as
they firushed eighth at their firstever Ohio Valley Conference
Championships
Tuesday
at
Greystone Golf Club in Dickson,
Tenn.
Junior Brooks White and
sophomore Ashton Stair both

finished in the top 25, with
Brooks shooting a career-low
ro~d of 76 Tuesday. Brooks
fimshed 21st overall and Stair
came in at 24th.
The Cougars had a combined
team score of 922. Eastern
Kentucky edged Jacksonville State
for the team title. The Lady
Colonels shot a combined 916.
Alestle Sports can be reached at
sports@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow@TheAlestleSport.
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ALESTLE STAFF
Cougars to volunteer at
Special Olympics April 27
SIUE
student-athletes
coaches and staff will lend ~
hand and cheer the athletes at
the Southwestern Illinois Special
Olympics Spring Games on
April 27 at Korte Stadium.
The
SIUE
Athletics
Department will partner with
Spec~a~ Olympics for the event,
providmg volunteers
from
student-athletes to coaches to
staff members. The StudentAthlete Advisory Committee
has become a sponsor for the
event by absorbing all of the
costs associated with facility
rental and staffing costs.
This will be the fourth
straight year for the departmentwide support by Cougar
Athletics and SAAC.
About
500
Special
Olympics
athletes
from
Southwestern
Illinois
will
compete in Track and Field
events, a .Young Athletes
Program demonstration (ages 27), Motor Activities Training
Program and various other
events.
The events begin with
opening ceremonies at 9 a.m.
The general public is encouraged
to attend. There is no admission
charge.
For more information, call
the Southwestern Illinois Special

Olympics office at 618-6546680.
Men's tennis earns OVC
Sportsmanship Award
The Ohio Valley Conference
announced Friday that the SIUE
men's tennis team was the
recipient of the 2012-13 OVC
Team Sportsmanship Award.
. The past season marks the
eighth year in which the OVC
has handed out the award and
this is SIUE's first h;nor.
Southeast Missouri earned the
honor on the women's side.
The sportsmanship awards
are voted on by OVC studentathletes and coaches within a
given sport and are given to the
programs deemed to have best
exhibite~ positive _sportsmanship
and ethical behav10r as outlined
by the OVC and the NCAA.
Behavior by a team's studentathletes,
coaches,
staff
administrators and fan·s are all
factored into the award.
Krutak, Jonsson earn AllOVC tennis honors
The SIUE men's and
women's tennis teams each had
a member named to the AllOhio Valley Conference teams as
Marten Jonsson and Monique
Krutak w_ere both recognized for
their achievements on the court
this season.
BRIEFS
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Baseball
Belmont
Jax State
Tenn . Tech
Austin Peay
SE Missouri
E. Kentucky
Morehead St.
Murray St.
E. Illinois
SIUE
UT Mortin

27-11
22-17
28-12
28-12
20-21
14-23
12-28
17-23
14-22

(14-4)
(14-4)
(16-5)
(11-6)
(12-9)
(10-8)
(7-11)
(6-12)
(5-12)

9 -25

(6- 15)

10-29

(3-18)

Schedule
April 24 (Night)

SIU E at Bradley 3 p .m. , 5 p.m.
Aprll 26

SIUE at Morehead St. 5 p.m.
Aprll 27

SIUE at Morehead St. 12 p .m .
Aprll 28

SIUE at Morehead St. 12 p .m.

Softball
East

E. Kentucky
Jax State
Tenn. Tech
Morehead St.
Tenn. St.
Belmont

29-17
25-22
19-25
20-19
14-31
14-29

(16-5)
(10-10)
(8-10)
(6-11)
(5-14)
(4-16)

32-11

(19-2)
(17-3)
(l l -9)
(10-10)
(6-13)
(6-15)

West

E. Illinois
SIUE
UT Mortin
Murray St.
SE M isso uri
Austin Peay

34-9
30-16
19-24
14-27
15-24

Schedule
April 27

SIUE vs. Murray St. l p .m ., 3 p .m .
April 28

SIUE vs. Murray St. l p .m .
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Krutak was named OVC
Freshman of the Year m
women's tennis, as well as
garnering first team All-OVC
honors.
A native of Brisbane,
Australia, Krutak led the
Cougars by posting an overall
singles record of 16-4. The
freshman, who arrived at SIUE
in January, led the team in
singles victories and was among
the OVC leaders in singles wins,
win percentage and No. 1
singles victories.
In doubles, Krutak and
sophomore Haley Ilcewicz went
11-3 as a doubles pair in the
spring. The duo's 11 wins tied
for the OVC lead.
Jonsson was named a
second
team
All-OVC
performer in men's tennis.
Originally
from
Pitea,
Sweden, Jonsson is in his second
year at SIUE. H e fi nished the
season with an overall record of
10-6 at No. 1 singles. T he
sophomore also had a 5-3
singles record in OVC play.
In doubles, Jonsson teamed
with freshman Nico Kuehn to
earn seven doubles victories.

Evans earns OVC weekly
honors
For the second week in a
row, sophomore men's track and
field athlete Ahmad Evans has
been named Ohio Valley
Conference Male Track Athlete
of the Week.
This is Evans' third OVC
ho nor during the outdoor
season. He was also recognized
on April 16 and March 26.
Competing at home in the
Gateway Classic last Saturday,

Evans placed first in both the
200-meter (21.23 seconds) and
the 100-meter (10.66 seconds).
He also ran the first leg for the
Cougars' 4x400 relay team that
finished first in 3 minutes, 22.58
seconds.
Evans is ranked first in the
OVC in the 100 and 200. He
also holds the SIUE school
record in both races.
Evans ran a program-best
time of 10.41 in the 100 April
13 at Western Kentucky and set
the school record in the 200
(21.04) at Korte Stadiwn March
23.
In the 100, Evans currently
ranks 13th regionally and 43rd
nationally among all Division I
programs. In t he 200, he is
ranked 35 th regionally and 87th
nationally.

Noon, Evans earn OVC track
honors for week of April 8
T he SIUE track and field
program was recognized the
Ohio Valley Conference as
sem o r
Aftan
Noon
an d
sophomore Ahmad Evans were
both n amed OVC Athlete of the
Week for the week beginning
April 8.
Both athletes have now
earned the honor multiple times
this season. Noon was named
OVC Female Track Athlete of
the Week April 2 and March 26,
while Evans was named OVC
Male Track Athlete of the Week
March 26.
Both athletes had recordsetting performances at the
Hilltopper Relays April 13.
Noon smashed her own
school record m the 1,500meter by four seconds, finishing
first in a time of 4 minutes,
26.43 seconds. Noon set the
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program's previous best - of game in Sunday's opener versus
4:30.86 back in 2010. She also Jacksonville State, nfeding just
placed first in the 800-meter 58 pitches for the victory. It was
with a personal best time of the fifth perfect game in school
2:09.97, just .85 seconds off the history. She recorded a pair of
school record.
shutouts for the weekend
Noon now ranks first in the against Jacksonville State and
OVC in the 1,500 and second in Tennessee Tech. She' struck out
the 800. Regionally, she ranks in 22 batters and gave up just one_
the top 55 athletes in both earned run in 15. 0 innings of
work for the week. Opponents
events .
Evans broke the SIUE hit .132 against her.
record in the men's 100-meter
Chambers
shared
her
with a first-place finish of 10.41. Pitcher of the Week honor with
The time broke the previous Tennessee State hurler Shea
school record of 10.54, set by Morris. This is the fourth time
Darius Smith at Korte Stadium Chambers has been selected
March 23. Evans also placed OVC Pitcher of the Week.
second in the 200-meter with a
time of 21.31.
Wynia named Prairie Farms
Evans is now the school Student Athlete of the Week
T his week's Prairie Farms
record holder in both the 100
and 200 (2 1.1 7) and is first in Student-Athlete of the week is
the OVC in both events. He also junior men's golf student-athlete
ranks 36th nationally and 12th ·Grant Wynia.
regionally in the 100 .
Wynia
is
a
business
management major at SIUE and
Gray, Chambers earn OVC ho lds a 3. 6 5 GPA. He was
softball honors
nam ed
to
the
O VC
Sophomo re Rebecca G ray Commissioner's H onor Roll,
and fres hman H aley Chambers the SIUE D ean's List and was
were n am ed the Ohio Valley. an inductee to the Chi Alpha
Conference Player and Pitcher of Sigm a H onor Society for the
the Week, respectively.
201 2- 13 school year.
The duo helped lead the
Wynia is coming off the
Cougars to a 3- 1 record for the lowest 54-hole total of his
week. SIUE is 34-9 overall and career, after he posted a 216 last
17-3 in the OVC.
week at the Big Blue Invitational
Gray hit .700 (7-10) this in Old Hickory; Tenn. The finish
past week. Four of her hits went put Wynia in a tie for 21st out
for extra bases, including her of 92 competitors.
first home run of the season
The Cougars will make the
against Tennessee Tech . She program's first-ever appearance
finished the week with a 1.300 at the OVC Championships this
slugging percentage and a .727 weekend beginning Thursday in
on-base percentage. Gray moved Dickson, Tenn.
up to second on the team with a
.370 batting average and 1s
Afestfe Sports can be reached a t
sports@alestfefive.com or 650-3524.
hitting .451 in OVC games.
Chambers tossed a perfect Fo/fow @TheAfestfeSport.

Check Us Out!!
www.homecityice.com

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!!

We offer 10-40+ hours/week • Route Delivery St Louis/ Metro East Area

$7.75 - $15+ /Hour

314-241-5313
Just Minutes from Campus!!
Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend!

AskforRogerorScott!
Route Delivery - A great, rewarding job opportunity for motivated individuals. This commission based position offers high
earning potential for responsible individuals not intimidated by hard work and physical lifting. No selling involved, just servicing
our established customer routes. We offer Full/ PT positions with flexible hours. Experience not necessary, will train. CDL license
not required but helpful. A good driving record is required. Must comply with company grooming/ drug testing policies. We
also require weekend availability and dependable transportation.

Visit Our Website for Job Information!!

www.homecityice.com

www.alesllellve.com
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FOR RENT

ALESTLE
CLASSIFIEDS
GIVEY UM RE!
Place your classttied ad at atime
convenient for you using our easy,
secure online interface at
alestlelive.com/classttieds

Deadlines:
By noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com

Email cas85bas@gmail.com
4 bdrm, 2 bth single family home
available June 1st. Minutes from
SIUE campus in Glen Carbon. 1600
sqft all hardwood floors and
ceramic tile. Wshr/Dryr and
lawncare included . 1 car garage
and off street parking . Many recent
updates, must see @ $1300/mo
Email
matthewbriandavis@gmail .com

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

HELP WANTED
Earn $1000-$3200 a month to
drive our brand new cars with
ads. www. EarnDrive .com
Full-Timer Painter Needed.
Hard working , Detailed , Punctual
Individual. We will train .
Night/Online class schedule work
best. $9-15/hr. Call or email
Nathan 618 .656 .9300
Email nathaniffrig@y(lhoo.com

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

One Bedroom Apartments for Rent
Taking applications for one
bedroom unit. Apartment is located
in quiet residential neighborhood,
with off street parking , close to
SIUE. Stove , refrigerator, water,
sewer and tras h pickup is
provi ded . Call 618 .530.6939 or
618.466.8296

2 Roommates wanted to live in 5
bedroom
house.
Utilities/cable/internet incl. Private
pool. 10 min from SIUE . $400/400.
Jackie
314-346-1051 .
rkutter@earthlink.net

www.alestlelive.com twitter.com /thealestle facebook.com/alestlelive

Quality Health Care
for SIUE students and their families
NOWACCEPTING CLIENTS & MOST COMMERCIALINSURANCE PLANS

Dr. Laura Bird, M.D., L.L.C.
Family Medicine

2704 N. Center, Maryville, IL 62062
(618) 288-0656 • (618) 288-0736 Fax

want to write for an award-winning
student newspaper?

we 're looking for you.

plication at
MUC 2
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ACROSS
1 Vintner's vessel
4 Avis rival
9 Amazon.com nos.
14 Bearer of bear cubs, in Madrid
15 Cheri who impersonated
Judge Judy on "Saturday Night
Live"
16 Gardener's transplant
17 Sales pro
18 Double trouble .. . for a
hydrophobic teetotaler?
20 Pueblo brick
22 Stone unit
23 Dance that tells a story
24 Skyline haze
26 Id controller
29 ... for an arachnophobic
hermit?
32 Chest-maker's wood
34 Pharmaceutical oil
35 Arduous
36 ... for an acrophobic
wallflower?
39 Make a meal of
40 Apportion
41 Clubs: Abbr.
42 ... for a xenophobic couch
potato?
46 Shtick
47 Long to be with
48 This time only
49 Smithy's tool
52 Harp (on)
53 ... for an agoraphobic soldier?
58 AAA freebie
59 Rockers Van
60 Not just odd
61 Online qualifier
62 Steel plow pioneer
63 Creeps up on
64 Fitting

DOWN
1 Some ark contents
2 Depleted
3 Port near Vesuvio
4 "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
lyricist
5 SFO posting
6 On Soc. Sec.
7 3-Down trio
8 December
stone
9 Yaroslavna's spouse , in a
Borodin opera
10 Span. title

2

5

3

6

7

10

8

11

12

14
17

20
23
29

By Marti DuGuay-Carpenter

11 Driven home
12 Gp. for Jets, but not Sharks
13 _-Foy, Quebec
19 Purse
21 It's not a good sign
24 Tom Lehrer song
25 Mice and men
27 Sharks or Jets
28 Nonprofit's URL ending
30 "_ World": "Sesame Street"
feature
31 Hold back
32 Williams title starter
33 Seating offering more space
35 Graph heading ?
36 Assent to a capitan
37 Shaky
38 Yale Bowl cheerers
39 Dollop
.
42 Quinn of "Annie"
43 Weak state
44 Workshop device
45 Sniggler's tool
47 Stereo jack label
50 Bue or Met

3/28/13 Puzzle Solved

(C)2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc:.

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Kudzu , for one
Sources of some highlights
Advanced deg.
OPEC member
Family tree word
Chunk of history
Fallen space station

Check out the site
\
for YOl:JNG ADUtTS
-o1~ Your\l\Jay ·.
(Jf,tt ii }er~,

IIINf; 1~11~1..I)

~
.
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Jy prizes like a
Enter to win vaw
u?. HDTV and more!
laptop, ''

I F

l\Ti\l,l{-0 N 1•1..1,Y ,~,TJ~llY
- lfl~l~l{l~NI): lf)11tl-5P)I
(618) 692-8271
3231 Edwardsville Road
Edwardsville, IL 62025
www.bingfield.com

JUS'f MINUTES FUOH CA)ll•US!
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Visit www.scu.org for a list of
branch locations.
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